A hale and hearty "Hi, there!" to all of you below and/or isn't it grand to see your name in print? (I'm not above a token remuneration for the effort. I had to pay for this book somewhere, you know!) Sky Vance, Brad B. Becker, Bruce Burke, Harry Brookes, Mike Catron, Moloney Crawford, P. Winslow Crawford, Kean F. P. Crowe, John Dickan, Lorraine Dickan, Cindy Dickan (sorry about that, Cindy, I never found your married name!), Randy Elliott, Kurt Eriksen, George Erling, Gary L. Evans, Mark Gaspar, Fred and Nancy Greenberg, Gary Groth, Ted Hanes, David Heath, Jr., Don Herring, Don Herring, Dan Hoffman, Rich Howell, Doc Hurst, Tom Humann, John and Rae Ann Iavarone, Corbett Innes, Peter Kuper, Bill Dale Marcinko, Rose Marconi (how's school?), Tom Mason, Scott McLeod, Emil Novak, George Olavevsky, Frederick Pacer, Bill Paul (Chankhi), Don Puff, Fritz Puff, Jamie Puff, Chris Rock, Jack Robinson, Bob Rodi, Charles "Chuck" Beeley, Joltin' Joe Binnott, Bill Sherman, Dave and Deni Sim, Woody Smith, Joe and Hillary Staton, Bill and Lisa Turner, not least but certainly last, Ron Van Leeuwen.
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Can you believe it? It's been only three months since Wowie #1 came out. You know what that means, folks? It means that this issue of Wowie is the first to actually come out on time! At this rate we'll be going weekly before long!

We start off this issue with a piece by Merry Mark Grunwald on what feelings should be one of fandom's top priorities. Masterful Marilyn Bethke decides to prove she's a nice person after all, and not severely insult too many things at once (Uh-oh! Just kidding, Masterful One! Howzaabout pointing that shotgun in a slightly different direction, like away from me? ...Whew!), and contributes an essay on Stan Lee, the editor/publisher/salesman/ornery Barker and his relationship with his audience.

Slim Kim Thompson bucks for a job with Gene Colan (What'samatter, ain't G. G. throwing you enough raw burger, lately?), and if you've been keeping abreast of Mr. C., lately you might actually think Kim was serious in his piece.

Fearless Frank Lovece waxes intellectual and wants us to believe that there's more to comics than "Holy Moley!" and "Swook!" He also wants to mention that he's a communications major (O.K. Franx, you can release my family now!).

Genial Gene Phillips points out that DC comics are breaking out with pimpls, and more flesh-tone, while I start drifting upon you the first of my regular-to-be columns.

Dashing Dean Mullaney proves he's not Mort Weiser by remaining alive and putting together this issue's letter col. Also, Wild Bill NU offers an overview of Asian roles in the pages of comics.

On the art front, Woodstruck Willie Blumberg and snappy Sam De La Rosa are responsible for this issue's smashing cover, while Jim (Henceforth) Ranley is irresponsible for bringing us up to date on Golden Age second bananas.

Riotous Robb Phippets and the Snappy One do a smash-up job on Fearless Frank's Nimbus strip, revived here, and updated by Frank since his last appearance a few years back in DES and ARV Jones' zine, THE PAN INFORMER.

Formerly Woodstruck, now Wiley Willie B. continues his Victory series in its grand style, while Leaping Larry Houston, Groovy Gar Haywood and yours truly contribute THE OMEGON strip. The Ome- gon, as you know, is a member of the Enforcers and appears regularly in that title.

Merry Mark C. brings us, with Dastardly Dennis Jensen's assist on inks, a first, a superhero with a switch, in GAY BLADE.

Rounding out the contents are spots by Jack-of-all-trades Gene Day, Bluehine' Bill Neville, Neat Pete Botzis, Karl (the kid) KeSELL, Calamitous Carl Taylor and a spiffy back cover by ol' Sugar Lips himself, Gell Rane. I must also make special mention of Jay-walking' Jerry Ordway and Mighty Mike Machlan for coming to my rescue when I needed them. (No, that was Bill Daley (I'm such a victim) Marcinko of AFTA infamy that got beat up by a bunch of irate fans for no special reason, it seems. I meant to my editorial rescue.) Thanks a million, everybody, and especially thank to Jerry and Mike!!

Next issue, if Dormann does't strike, should be out in late February, early March, and should contain the ongoing saga of Victory, as well as the continuation of the Ome gion and Nimbus strips. Also, articles by Bill (Au Groton) Turner on Steve Ditko, based on his correspondence with Mr. D.J., Dr. Richard (Doc) Hush (an update on his "Violence in the Popular Media" thesis he did as a part of his doctorate a few years back), and an article by Slim Kim Thompson on (Nino), as well. Also, Wiley Willie expressed an interest in doing a column, and if I don't get kidnapped by some Pillsbury dough-boy look-alike in a flying, upside-down city, I'll have a column in it as well.

I had wanted to talk about a few other things, but I'm afraid I've run out of room. You see, I had planned to ramble on for two pages in this editorial, but somewhere along the line I miscounted how much space one of the articles would take up, so here I am...

I also want to apologize to one or two individuals who expected to see some of their work in this issue, but due to the delay in getting this book out (#) was called, and some off angry subscribers, but as it turned out, they're incredibly understanding, or possessed of short memories...), some of the material became outdated and others couldn't be used for a variety of reasons. Apologies to you all.

PLUG! AFTA #2, a total of 208 pages in two 8½ x 11 books. Interviews with Julie Schwartz and George Perez, more fanzine specials, more articles than you cared to read, a 23 page lettercol, art by Hazelwood, Pipps, De La Rosa, O'Connell, Hembek, articles and columns by Pilla, Phillips, Cox, an America 2-Night index, SF, TV, VD, raizens and more! Marcinko is mad, so before he starts shock treatment, I strongly urge you to take advantage of him by ordering AFTA #2 for only $1.49 at Bill Daley-Marcinko, P.O. Box 302, New Brunswick, N. J. 08903. YOU CAN'T GO WRONG!!!

You Should Pop!
Amidst various other topics of fanzine conversation and writing, one occasionally hears a discussion of what fankind really needs or what fankind really ought to be doing. Since the basis of the fankind phenomenon is the exchange of ideas and information (i.e., communication), discussions generally center on the fan activities dealing with "mass" communication (i.e., writing).

Some claim that what is really needed is a fine general interest comics fanzine, like those fabulously successful ones that existed in the early '60's, comic fankind's beginning. Others say that the so-called "genzines" are passe and the concept has been thoroughly mined; the only meaningful material is found in special interest zines, where topics can be explored at length and in depth. Where once a "zine" might be considered "special interest" if it dealt with, say, only Marvel heroes or the exclusion of DC, now one is not "special" until one's focus is narrowed to a single character (like Batman), group (like the Legion), or concept (such as Reality).

Still others feel that the whole concept of "what the fans want" is impractical, and the only viable form of self-expression is found in "egozines" or "personal-zines" distributed through limited member collectives called apas (amateur press alliances). Apas free the fan writer from commercial considerations such as catering to mass appeal and/or making a profit, allowing great freedom of content and presentation. Besides, the other side of the coin, usually no more than half a hundred people see one's work.

Others perhaps never feel the need for any self-expressive and collective activities, believing reading and collecting to be ends in themselves. But these are comic readers and comic collectors, not comic fans.

I feel that each of the three fan activities cited have their own valid place in fankind, and none should supplant the other. Fankind, like comics, needs to provide diversity in order to survive. However, as necessary and important as each of these three types of amateur publishing ventures are, there is one type of project which has been largely neglected, the importance of which transcends that of the other types. Moreover, this importance is in the better interests of every person who considers an aspect of one's self to be "comics fan."

What I'm talking about is hard, basic research about comics... a compilation of data... comprehensive indexing and summarizing and cataloging about every aspect of the comics medium and what it's worth, in an accessible format that will enable all to use it for whatever purpose.

I'm not talking about mass market histories of the comic book that attempt to cover everything about comics from the '30s through the '70s in a couple of hundred pages (such as Peiffer's "The Great Comic Book Heroes," Thompson/ Lupoff's "All in the Family," the most complete of the lot, Steranko's "History." Lee's "Origins of Marvel Comics" and O'Neill's "Secret Origins" of DC Heroes are barely worth mentioning.)

I'm not talking about overviews, nor analyses, nor interpretations, nor critiques, either. I'm talking about research, for the sake of fans and historians and critics of the medium, not the general market. With the hard facts together, the application of same can begin in earnest.

There are a few extant publications designed for the express purpose of dispensing hard facts. Each of these works has its own scope, focus, and inadequacies. I will briefly review the major projects of the kind so far in order to show why they are no more than a good start.

Fleisher's "Encyclopedia series could have said it all: Familiar with both the subject matter and the encyclopedic format, he could have been definitive. Unfortunately, the Fleisher series neglects for the most part ten years of comic history in its analysis of Batman and Wonder Woman, the ten years that most of today's comic readers are familiar with. With the format and projected future volumes in the series, Fleisher clearly does not intend a handbook of major heroes. While this is commercially sound (who would buy a book of research about a hero you never heard of?), it severely limits the scope of the work. The books would have been greatly augmented with an appendix that simply listed each issue of Batman and Detective, dark tights and capes (where known), story titles, and one-sentence synopses. The rest of the in-depth analysis would have been just gravy.

Olesnevsky's Marvel Indexes even more so seemed to be the answer to Everyfan's needs. And although the Avengers volume is far better than the Spiderman one (better executed, more complete, with a larger cover reproductions, more information), the books all have one serious deficit: lack of story synopses. I, conveyed to George what I considered his series greatest, and his response was that there simply was not enough room to do each issue's plot justice and still get three books to a page. He said he hoped to do an encyclopedia of storylines at a later date, that all information needs to be in one easily-accessible place. In most cases, an issue's content can be digested to a sentence or two. The Marvel Indexes seem designed for those who've read all of the books indexed. The fan who buys them in hopes of catching up on what he missed will be disappointed.

Bails' "The Collector's Guide: The First Heroic Age gives an alphabetical listing of all the "Golden Age" heroes, their secret identities, complete appearances, including crossovers (of which there were not many in those days) and writer/artist credits by approximate year. This volume is a valuable source of information but lacks one vital feature: a brief description/origin of each of the heroes. Without such, how is someone who wasn't around in the days that the Green Lantern appeared supposed to know anything about him? A sentence or two for each character, stating his powers, modus operandi, origin, and oddities, would have made this book invaluable.

Keltnert's "Index to Golden Age Comic Books features a complete listing of every feature in every comic book. Although the book itself, one can ask no more, but if Bails' Guide were designed to cross-reference the listings here, we'd have everything to know about the "Golden Age" except story synopses.

Fosner's Legion Handbook ("Amazing World of DC Comics #9") provides a great overview of fankind's favorite 30th century team, but it has several serious omissions that undercut its re-
search value. First, despite a listing of everywhere that the Legion appeared, there were no story synopses so one knows what they did when they appeared. Second, despite the detailed descriptions of each hero (including several needed continuity implants), there is no listing of each's complete appearances by issue. Third, the extraterrestrial bodies are not indexed as to where they appeared. With these oversights amended, the Handbook would be definitive.

Gruenwald's Justice League of America Reader (in AMDC #14) was my attempt at a solid limited-topic research volume. Despite the editors' warnings that lists of issue numbers are unattractive, I managed to insert most of all the statistical material I wanted. The only material I would have included had I published it myself is the sort of minutiae that only a JLA zealot would care for anyway. The biggest flaw of the book is the proofreading, and here I must accept partial blame for not browbeating the paste-up crew harder to correct the typos and omissions I found. Still, with all due pride, if every superhero team book were as exhaustive-ly researched, we'd have a substantial body of work.

The above works were among the most noteworthy attempts at comic research to date. All were designed to bridge the information gap, and fell short of covering their topics adequately. Just what does this guy want then? you may wonder. This:

1.) A complete index to every DC and Marvel story of the Modern Age, much like Oschevsky's but with synopses. In that way, a new reader of Thor could read the accounts of all that has gone before in order to understand what's going on now. One of the problems with starting a comics habit today is there is too much history to catch up on before you can feel comfortable. Old readers with poor memories would be able to locate the issues and titles of stories by their descriptions.

2.) A complete character index to every entity in both DC and Marvel universes. This would include heroes and villains, supporting characters -- everyone except one-name crowdsceners. Each entity would be cross-referenced to its every appearance and have biographical data. In this way, one coming across the High Evolutionary for the first time could have an index to his every appearance to look up in the previously-described volume.

3.) A complete gazetteer to every alien world and other dimension in the DC and Marvel multiver-

4.) A complete cross-referencing of all writers, artists, editors, etc. and everything they have done in the comics medium. I believe that Jerry Bails is doing something of this sort in his Who's Who of Comic Books. I do not know the extent of his coverage.

What is needed, in summary, is comprehensive, accessible information. Those who would be served by such are: 1) the new reader who could acquaint himself with all the main aspects of the fictional universe of comics he was entering, 2) the old reader/fan who wants an index to his collection and loves information for its own esoteric sake, 3) the comics researcher/historian/critic who wants both an index and a cross-referenced digest of information for every conceivable type of study. If one wanted to do an article on "Time Travel and Superman," one would need only to scan the synopses of the series to find which issues are germane. 4) The professional comics writer/editor. Not only would it be a boon to continuity to have a digest of what has gone before, but it would also serve to avoid repetition in plotting.

This then is the need I perceive. Yes, it's one hell of a project, but it's going to have to be done someday, it's going to be done someday, so it may as well be now while there are still many with complete collections to do the work, and there is only twenty years of modern history to contend with. I consider this as the most noteworthy thing that fans can be doing at present, contributing to the body of information about comics. When it is done, we will have a reference source that will enable scores of articles and projects synthesizing, interpreting, and analyzing the basic information.

But first we've got to get the facts, ma'am, just the facts.
Stan Lee is single-handedly responsible for one of the biggest innovations in the comic book industry. No, it's not the Marvel style of characterization, giving superheroes problems like "real" people, and it is not the Marvel universe and its interlocking continuity, although both of these are certainly part of Lee's package. The most important part of any advertising or promotional campaign is effective product identification, and Stan Lee has successfully established an extremely advantageous image for Marvel and has used that image to create and manipulate an army of loyal readers. Lee is indisputably skillful at marketing and promotion, and his tactics have been successful because he understands the cultural significance of comic books and because he has been able to identify certain characteristics of comic book readers and to capitalize (in the most mercenary sense of that word) on those characteristics.

Science fiction fandom has a far better perspective on itself than does comic book fandom, and one theory of the fan phenomenon that is generally respected in science fiction is that fans turn to a particular form of entertainment because they live in it in their lives. This is, in fact, a quite valid generalization of childhood experiences. Certain forms of literature provide us with the means to vicariously experience and understand what we fear and are not able to experience in our own lives. Eventually, though, we recognize these vicarious experiences for what they are, and as we grow up we turn to more satisfying forms of entertainment. This is where Stan Lee and his suffering superheroes come in. The theme of the loser-as-hero is the one unifying motif of Marvel's heroes and exemplifies some of the most common feelings of adolescents and young adults. People with problems are naturally going to be drawn to heroes with problems. Stan has always understood this and used it to Marvel's advantage.

All of Stan Lee's hype, from the "Soapbox" to his college lectures, is based on a feeling of belonging, a sense of fraternity. The readers are made to feel that they are privileged to be on a first-name basis with both the heroes (Spider-Man, Silver Surfer, Golden Locks, Cap) and with Marvel's staff (SNEERFUL Chris Claremont, RASCALLY Roy Thomas, Jim TROUBLE Shooter). Marvel is portrayed as more than just a publishing company, and the people who work for Marvel are portrayed as your friends. It is a special—indeed, an elite—group, and YOU TOO can be a part of this group. This attitude goes back as far as Amazing Fantasy #15, which contained the declaration, "The only demands at Marvel are: COMPLIMENTARY减 ANY of our loyal readers." Stan Lee's "Soapbox" has always had a ring of "Hey, we're all on the same team." Marvel's. This exaggerated team spirit often borders on secret society exclusivity, complete with its own code language ('Nuff Said, Exkxlor).

The merchandising of Marvel and its various products depends heavily on the ad pages'—and Marvel's team spirit. No self-respecting True Believer can be without Lee's latest book or the Marvel calender, and despite its protests to the contrary, Lee's "Soapbox" is no more than a promotional hypnotic, hyping a new project, Marvel or even Stan himself. In a much larger context, the concept of the Marvel universe with its inter-related stories and characters is also part of Lee's marketing strategy. Even if it wasn't done solely as a marketing device, it certainly doesn't hurt to have the story in one book depend (in terms of completely understanding the story line) on the story in another book. Continuity, in this sense, is an extremely effective way to sell more books.

To an adult entering the world of comic books, the self-serving nature of Stan Lee's pronouncements is obvious, but to the kids and young adults who constitute the majority of Marvel's readership Stan Lee's word is gospel. If Stan says that Marvel has never portrayed women or blacks in a derogatory manner, then it must be true. Such distortions are common; the faith in Stan and Marvel is absolute. As a result, we've seen the devotion of confirmed Marvelites first-hand, and it is frequently startling. Unfortunately, most of Marvel's readers will never get to compare the lives of either of the characters with Stan Lee's true feelings. There are many examples of this duplicity. His declarations about the female characters of Marvel comics is just one. The man who wrote the words, "Let it be known, chauvinism is beescawed. Let quality prevail. Let historians of the future look back upon this era and proudly declare, "'Twas Marvel that led the way!" is the same man as the one whose instructions for Ms. Marvel's new costume were "more tits 'n ass." The difference between the May installment of "Soapbox"—Lee's promise to "owe the credit to the creators"—and the next month's—"Why knock ourselves out designing an issue of CLOSE ENCOUNTERS, doing the life story of THE BEARLES, coming up with MACHINE MAN, adding SPIDER-WOMAN to our merry menage of comic-captors? It's "sort of a kiddo!"—is absolutely startling, particularly since Stan Lee has since conceded that SPIDER-WOMAN's reason for existence is to protect the copyright.

Stan Lee is—first and foremost—a salesman for Marvel Comics, which is no offense in and of itself, but when his position as publisher affords him the opportunity to mislead his readers—well— one can't help but question the veracity of all Stan's statements, in both the "Soapbox" and his books. If Stan is so proud of Marvel's college-age audience, perhaps he should begin writing for them, instead of continuing to address his audience as if they were his own personal nation of sheep.
A FEW
THOUGHTS
ON VALUES
by Kim Thompson

As a comic book artist, Gene Colan does not rank with such adulated greats as Steranko, Smith, Adams, Wrightson, Brunner, Kaluta et al., at least in the minds of most fans. While his recent Shazam! nomination boosted popular esteem for him a bit, the gosh-wow reaction remains outstanding.

As I see it, there is a matter of public relations and mass fan psychology rather than genuine artistic class which difference between the loved pro and the merely respected one. Hence, I herewith propose (free of charge) a scheme which would, in less than a year, propulse Gene Colan into the midst of that select elite, the super-pro. It behooves me to mention, however, that none of the procedures is mine to begin with, each having been painstakingly gleaned thru careful observation of the comic book ensemble, fans, pros and books.

First of all, it is blatantly apparent that Colan’s grim determination to pencil two books a month is not only suicidal and greedy, but downright foolish as well. Nobody respects an artist who does more than fifteen pages a month (and then, preferably with great difficulty).

Either HOWARD THE DUCK or TOMB OF DRACULA should be dropped. Almost exclusively Colan’s prestige can be further damaged—probably the latter, since it would suffer much more from a change in artists, and its sagging in the wake of Colan’s departure would aggrandize his contribution quite a bit (as the song says, you don’t know what you’ve got ’til it’s gone). Also, the Duck has more charisma (charisma being proportionate to the price the first issue of a comic brings, divided by its age).

Throught the entire operation, rumors should be circulated in fandom, to the effect that Colan is planning to drop HOWARD in order to devote himself to painting/collecting butterflies/studying zen/illustrating furnace/photography.

There’s nothing like a Damocles’ Sword of imminent departure from the medium to bring forth cheers from the fans.

Now, procrastination and difficulties are on the order of the day. Deadline-missing is a perennial crowd-pleaser, since it obliges the publisher to fill in with either a poorly-printed reprint or a hack job from a staff artist, again aggrandizing the (almost) regular artist. More delicate, but even more rewarding is the near-deadline-miss, which forces the editor to rush final production, including lettering, inking, and coloring, thus permitting the near-misser to righteously mutter about “atrocity production screwing up my beautiful pencils.”

When pressed to the wall (and often very little pressing is necessary), comic book fans will assert that the comic book medium is the greatest artform extant, or at least solidly within the top two. However, when an ex-comic book artist goes over to do single illustrations for paperback books and the like, his previous work is judged to pale into insignificance by comparison. Eerily, a much greater value is then attached to his subsequent comic book work. Ours is not to reason why—important is that this bizarre procedure works.

So, the next step consists in doing a smattering of illustrations, which will be loved and drooled over and hoarded even if their artistic value is negligible compared to the comic book contributions of the artist.

Then comes Operation Ping-Pong, in which the artist (in this case Colan) petulantly abandons his magnum opus (in this case HOWARD) to seek more “challenging,” more “rewarding” (of course), work, perhaps becoming an entrepreneur living off the name he made for himself amongst fandom; if he remains within the comic book mainstream, even marginally, shifting companies is a good idea--there is currently very little to be gained by going to DC, but a Colan piece or two at Warren would go over big and probably even prompt a gloating, self-congratulatory editoria-
\al. Freas is another possibility. No job should be held for more than half a year, and may be accompanied by a grim insistence on assuring the writing as well—the positive reaction of the fans will be roughly proportional to the putridity of the writing, possibly because it makes the art look good.

Then, at the peak of his career, Colan should haughtily stride out of the comic book scene, only reappearing in contentious reviews printed in fanzines to denigrate those artists still plugging away within the restrictions of the industry, or popping up at conventions (by now, as the Guest of Honor) to promote his own half-cocked, hideously expensive ventures with considerable smugness. The applause will rise to a piercing crescendo, and his place among the Greats will be assured.

Until then... I mean, 34 pages a month (plus covers)! Who can respect a guy like that?
THE TIME OF DAY... A LAZY AFTERNOON, LONG AND LUXURIOUS. SUNSHINE DAPPLED SKIES BREATHE SIGHS OF RELIEF OVER LAND AND OCEAN REFLECTING THE QUIETIDE LIKE MIRRORS IN THE EYES OF BEHOLDERS.

EVEN ON THE U.S. AIR FORCE BASE AT CHARITY ISLAND IN THE PACIFIC, THE PILOTS CREW AND SOLDIERS ROAM THIS SUNDAY AFTERNOON WITH A KNOWING AND EASY GRACE.

IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY... PITY IT HAD TO RAIN.
THE CRYSTAL DAY FEELS LIKE A FORGOTTEN DREAM.

DEPRESSING, SO MANY THINGS TO DO TODAY.

WHY DOES THE RAIN HAVE TO SPOIL THINGS?

EVEN THE CLOUDS ARE DEPRESSING, ROLLING, BUNCHING...

UPON AND AROUND EACH OTHER LIKE FEATHERLY BLOBS OF GUILT.

AND YOU KNOW, YOU COULD SWARE THERE ARE FIGURES INSIDE...

BROKEN
ONLY MOMENTS AGO, WHERE WAS I?
IM HUMANOID COMMUNICATING... BUT WHY?
INSTINCT DANGER TURN CONFRONT WITHSTAND NO TRY
NO REAL NO IMAGE NO PRESERVATION VIOLENCE
PRESERVATION VIOLENCE...

SILENCE!"
THE CLOUDS BEGIN TO MURMUR AS THEY SEPARATE, WITNESSES TO A COSMIC SHOOT-OUT. THE OK CORRAL CLEAR'S, AND IF THERE WILL BE NO HANGINGS FORTHCOMING, IT IS BECAUSE NO ONE IS AT FAULT.

There is only confusion.
...we dispatched a team immediately. We do need authorization before contacting Washington. Incredible.

I can imagine what you're feeling. This may well be our first contact with extraterrestrial beings.

I see.

Look at it, Colonel. No way we could whip that up on Earth.

And the storm. Coincidental?

We don't think so. There was some radiation present...

Nimbus?

Yeah.

It's not the Russians. Intelligence report just in this morning cited no new developments.

Here are the specs...

Plus a high incidence of Nimbus clouds.

There was an awful lot of electricity up there.
SHALL I GO AHEAD AND CONTACT WASHINGTON SIR?

In a minute, Captain. I've got a hunch to check out first.

YES, SIR, WE DID JUST PICK UP A UFO. HOW DID YOU...

Twenty-six years in the service, I suppose. Have you tried to contact it?

No luck, sir.

Give it one more go.

The people below... this must be their world...

Confused...

Was I only created for a quick, destructive purpose, alive now only to question my existence?

But you do have a purpose, my minion!
YOU'RE SITTING ON A POLITICAL POWDER-KEG, SIR—A LOT OF PRESSURE...

IF YOU DON'T FEEL UP TO HANDLING IT, I COULD...

GET THOSE CAMPAIGN POSTERS OUT OF YOUR EYES, CAPTAIN.

YOU'RE SITTING ON A WEST POINT CONNECTIONS MAY HAVE GOTTEN YOU THIS FAR—

--BUT YOU'RE NOT ON THE CABINET YET.
The attempts at communication have failed... so the creature becomes the hunted... for however short a time.

Confirmation, then?

Additional data check...!

Roger, alpha and beta particle presence in those nimbus, and that's where the energy source originated... a living nimbus.

So that's what it is, huh? Jesus... we're not alone.

The living nimbus approaches--and the people below share a very common wonder.

To be continued!
It's a pity in this rapidly escalating technology of today that there are a lot of people who don't understand the concept of intrapersonal communication to begin with. Certainly, these will be the same people who mean of communication breakdowns, not realizing they are using a meaningless term, or even a lack of communication in the world... in actuality, the antithesis of the real problem. Thankfully, there are indeed those perceptive souls who understand communication per se in whatever form it ultimately takes, and who realize that a literary equivalent of interpersonal communication exists in a lot of comics, just as it has existed in so-called "real" writing for times undreamed of. Both artistically and aesthetically, such a realization adds an enjoyable extra level of meaning to comic strips and books, even if the comics' creators most often don't know that extra level is there.

In way of definition, first of all, communication is the name given to the sending or intended sending of a message from a source to a receiver, and takes into account the factors of feedback, channels, and noise (which is any interrupitive element injected into the channels); if you desire a more esoteric framework, a less skeletal definition would include such self-explanatory points as selective attention, selective perception, selective recall, and a few other similar ideas. Intrapersonal refers to a branch of what is called human communication (not exclusive, you know—computers "talk" to each other, as do dolphins, gypsy moths, humans to animals, ad infinitum), and centers on the notion of any verbal or non-verbal message with the intent to inform, persuade, entertain, etc. Finally, bi-level means simply that type of communication which is an interaction rather than a transaction, which goes beyond the cursory "Hi, how are you?" to the often unsaid "I want to know how you are because I care about you, or hate you, or feel I have something in common with you, or whatever..." Both in literature and in life, there is also a tri-level of symbolism, intent, and allegory, but that is a most complex and confounding tangent, to be attended to another time.

Before we dissect any of the various strips which have notably employed levels of intrapersonal communication, perhaps an example of what is meant by that term would be in order. For some reason, the old Lee/Kirby/Ayers RAWHIDE KID stories come to mind, probably because those tales are as good examples of any uni-level communication done entertainingly and well. Think of it—Rawhide always engaged in rootin', tootin', down-home action, pausing seldom to ponder the clear-cut, black and white morality; but Lee gave him whatever bi-level communication there ever was consisted of Rawhide saying to some girl he'd rescued, "Well, ma'am, guess you're safe now, so I'll be moseyin' along," when he hypothetically meant by his vocal tone, facial gestures, body movements, etc., "Look, I saved your life, and I don't really expect thanks, but I would like to know you better, e-ev'n if I am only an outlaw, because I'm really just a lonely kid who's good with a gun, and I'd like to know what you think of me," In that example, bringing out the above hypothesis, Lee's final panel for that type of story would always leave Rawhide thinking, "I wanted to stay, but I'm just a no-count outlaw; I'm not good enough for a pretty girl like her. C'mon, Nightwind—let's go."

Obviously, you could conceivably reason, today's comics, with all their sophistication and storytelling techniques and involved characterizations, will regularly utilize bi-level communication (that is to say in this context, real, consequential messages of importance, and possi-
ble change). Unfortunately, and equally obvi-
ously, that is sad, not the case. Too many
times today's comics will have token character-
izations, and artificial plot advancements, with
the sum effect being a construction of a mere
facsimile of self-level communication. The commer-
cial aspects of the medium limit the true
advancement and growth, real intrapersonal over-
tones, but the few comics that do utilize those
self-same things are also the ones recognized as
having some degree of literary/artistic merit.
Despite research into the whole comics-as-art
field, comic books often fall as art, be they
products of our commercial art period or whatev-
er, because they don't fulfill the re-
quirements of an artistic mode, in this case li-
terature: they must work within the prior
requirements of an "action-action-action-for-the
kiddies-kiddies-kiddies" framewo(x, it is only
when that bi-level aspect surfaces occasionally
-- possibly with both script or art-- and uses
the need for action/adventure to a turnaround
advantage, that the idea of art in a comic book
comes about.

What is interesting to note here is that comic
strips, once tied to those afore-menti-
oned action/adventure requirements, and can,
especially in the use of comedy for ironic ef-
fects or simply puerile art, Walt Kelly's PO-
GO and Charles Schulz's PEANUTS are prime
examples of this in modern times as surely as D`Amlier was
an example in eighteenth-century France.
Each utilizes both bi- and tri-level meanings in
their statements and contexts. Dramatic comic
strips of artistic value subsequently use high
adventure by choice and to make a point, and a
roster of such strips can easily include Milton
Caniff's SWEET CANYON and Hal Foster's PRINCE
VALIANT, to name just a couple. In the newspa-
per format, after all, the strips don't have to
sell themselves in and of themselves, and usual-
ly are allowed a moderately long time to ideologi-
lop, to grow artistically. Can one expect to
have found a Herriman or Trudeau in the more
commercially oriented field of comic books?
Probab-
ly not, if a completely negative answer here is
giving too far. Comic books, though, do have
a few unique personality traits peculiar to
themselves alone, and it can be shown how cer-
tain strips come from when comic books level of meaning
we've discussed, achieved some degree of artistic
note.

Precisely, then, we can begin to exemplify our
statements. A look at the defunct Charlton tit-
le, E-MAN, because of the book's short span and
other intrinsic factors, should serve well. For
E-MAN was indeed very clever, but was it art?

GOOD GRIEF!

Let us clarify, first of all, the fact that
said comic was a personal favorite of the author
and that he and Nick Cuti produced an article on
E-Man for THE ECSenate [1]. As that examines the chro-
nology of the particular comic's run-- unfortu-
nately, the author hasn't seen the CHARLTON
BULLSEYE stories, though they are part of a dif-
fent genre, the magazine-- one can see what
appears to be a quite overt change in Nova Kane,
when she changed into an energy-creature not un-
like E-Man. Yet, in the stories both preceding
and after the change, all the tales of Nova
expressing the heroine's infatuation and concern
for Alec Tronn/E-Man, we never once got to go
below the surface of her words and actions and
outmost thoughts, and find anything more than
a single, outward, uni-level meaning: a less-
than-face-value situation was extant. If we had
been allowed to enter Nova's or Alec's heads we
would have been able to derive more significance
from their words, actions, and thoughts, which in
turn would have developed the characters' per-
sonalities, in time, as complete individuals. Thus,
for example, when Nova once made the offhand
thought--remark, "Love that guy!" we would have
known, given the context of surrounding circum-
stances, whether her words were idle, passionate,
in-passing, concerned, maternal, affectionate,
romantic, or whatever-- subtly shifting nuances in
search of true meaning. No bi-level meanings
ever came about, though, and subsequently, no
related plot advancement of any consequence was
ever made.

All told, however, E-MAN was a lot of fun to
read. Conversely, such a statement does not im-
ply that an artistic STARLIN WARLOCK, or McGreg-
or/Russell WAR OF THE WORLDS, or Moench/Galay
MASTER OF KUNG-FU might be any less fun to read
simply because they (as examples) utilize those
elusive extra levels of meaning. Such an assump-
tion would entail mutual exclusiveness between
artistic/intellectual value, and pure entertain-
ment value. Is Handel's "Messiah" any less en-
tertaining than the Eagles' "One of These Night
Nights?" Would even Hunter's Sons or The Black-
board Jungle be any less entertaining than one of
Ed McBain's 87th Precinct books? Would Eugene
O'Neill be any less entertaining than Graucho
Mark? To a moderately discerning person, the an-
swer would have to be no, demonstrating clearly
that art can be fun, and that there is room in
every medium, including comic books, for entre-
tainment values at an artistic/intellectual le-
vel.

After all, comparing Howard the Duck to Daffy
Duck would be ludicrous, for Howard involves
himself in at least two levels of meaning, though
Donald Duck, after all, does the same
thing through Carl Banks' art, so you never can
be too sure!
It was a long, stunted childhood, but it's over.

The childhood to which I refer is that of National Periodicals. I chose to mention it because evidence has it that DC has at least come up to the level of an adolescent interest in the matter of sex.

To begin from the beginning: one reason adults have always scorned superhero comics is their pre-occupation with super-men and women with no sexual element. The lack has been a central force for all manner of underground satires, and few companies in the '40's had perfected the sexless image so well as National, despite the occasional perversion of WONDER WOMAN.

Skipping to the '50's, we see that DC remained conservative all the way, in spite of less inhibited competitors. But fortune favored them (incredible luck) with the Comics Code, eliminating all those lewd corporations—EC, Quality, etc.

Now when I say their image was sexless, that has to be qualified. Of course all the heroes more or less had girlfriends, and could get involved in numerous romances. But these were purely devices on which to turn plotlines. If not for Marvel's competition, DC might have stayed in infancy for much longer.

Now when Marvel came, the hand of the Code was still heavy. Sexy comics were still out, and it's unlikely that Lee would have favored such himself; observing his usually-liberated female characterizations, Lee did provide a greater sexual outlet for his characters, however, by incorporating the standard romantic agency of love-magazines. DC's reaction to the whole business was largely conservative—sexual relations were still for the purpose of giving the hero a helpmate, a helpless hanger-on, or a hero-element. Competition did produce some disparate types—Platinum of the METAL MEN, a robot woman in love with a human scientist, and unquestionably the most erotic of the bunch: Sapphire Stagg, the rather unbelievable but refreshing love of METAMORPHO; and Elasti-Girl, the most autonomous female produced by DC, and a prime moving force of the DOOM PATROL.

But of them all, the LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES had quantitatively more romances going for it than any other. Most of the relationships are undemon boy/girl entanglements, but we had only to wait for the '60's, when the dynamics of romance and who-loves-who would get even more complex even as costumes got more revealing. Karate Kid, getting his own book as a response to the kung-fu craze, excited readers by having both a future girl-friend and a modern-day one as well! DC's first time-hopping hero-philanderer!

Yet somehow the main character to get left out became the least appropriate. This is WONDER WOMAN. At her evolution she mirrored a change in sexual awareness; during her heyday she may have justifiably been accused of sexual perversion. DC cleaned her up, but in the late '60's Denny O'Neil undertook to renovate her, some claim, based on Emma Peel of THE AVENGERS. Yet the change was then for the better, for O'Neil was faithful to the character, whatever his other contrivances. Briefly, Diana Prince emerged as a human being, complete with a sexual nature never quite as restrained as Mrs. Peel's.

Then, the company took its "progressive step backwards," as they called it, and WONDER WOMAN was back to being a safe, unemotional heroine. This tendency has not lessened with the passage of time, and someday, it will be interesting to look back and wonder what Charles Moulton would have made of the whole business. By then, too, we should know whether National eventually grew up, or whether, as seems likely now, it drowned in pubescence and never came up for air.
One reasonably frequent argument I run into every so often in fan circles is the one dealing with the relative importance between the art and the story, and usually resolved by the artistically inclined of the group declaring the art the more important of the two, and the writers equally adamant about the relative position of their bias.

I’m repeating the argument perhaps a bit simplistically, and apologies for it, but it is to make a point. The most important facet of the comics medium, as with any other medium, is not important than either its drawing or its writing, is communication. One can dazzle with flourishes of (seemingly) unending technique, but if it serves no purpose, it becomes, merely, an (sometimes) interesting, but basically meaningless exercise.

In the oft-confused (and confusing) world of comics, such generalizations as expressed by certain fans miss the mark by the proverbial kilometer, as it shows a lack of understanding of the medium, as such, on their part.

Confusing on the one hand because of the mechanics and dynamics of production, commercial or otherwise, and on the other hand because of the medium’s strong relationships to the other media with which it often becomes compared, particularly film, tending to cloud the issue and one usually winds up evaluating the comics medium in a totally comparative context anyway.

With varying company policies, and the gamut of the individual idiosyncracies of the writers, artists and editors, the role of the real "artist" of the medium, the one who "speaks", as it were, through it, often a tough puzzle to unravel. On the one hand you have an artist who merely illustrates, panel-by-panel, the script before him, Wayne Boring, for instance, claimed in an interview that it wasn’t his habit to read any story he was assigned. He’d draw it, one panel at a time, discovering the story as it unfolded before him on his drawing board. The opposite extremes would be artists like Steve Ditko and Jack Kirby, who virtually create the whole story around the most basic of plot outlines.

One fact we all agree on is that comics are a visual medium first and foremost, with its own idioms and disciplines. It is this fact that makes the comics medium unique, distinguishable from all others. Without the visual elements, comics would simply not exist. Conversely, illustrations without context and sequence would merely be illustrations. It is in the fusion of separate elements, story and picture, that the new medium emerges. Like any growing and maturing organism, this medium went through varying stages of dependancy on its parent media, but in the maturing process its characteristics, idiosyncrasies and language have become its own, independent from, yet continuous and contiguous from its parent and cousin media. One example for instance, would be the suspension of "real" time, that being the most part dependent on the reader, and the resulting subjective manipulation thereof to achieve greater clarity and/or effect which in other visually oriented media would be impossible without distorting the objective reality of time itself. Another example is the interaction between the written and the visual levels, which are more than just two parallel narratives, but rather the two resulting in a third form that is more than the sum of its cumulative origins because it can communicate nuances the other two can’t.

The artists, writers and editors are, believe it or not, people, with varying temperaments and personalities which affect the interaction between them in the creative processes as well as giving unique dimensions to the work of each such individual. Thus the demands on one’s psyche from without, and within, become a significant factor in the success of the given product. Simply, some people are more into westerns than, for instance, cosmic allegories-- John Severin as opposed to Phillippe Drullet-- or a little less simply, are more comfortable in dealing with subject matter to which they more readily relate as individuals.

Some writers fiercely guard the actualization of their visions while some artists are in the business only because they enjoy drawing. With factors so varied affecting the mode and mood of creating the finished product, what emerges is the idea that what is important in/to the medium is the individual who bears most directly upon the finished product, the one who in essence controls and defines.

The artist who bears most directly on the finished strip is, it turns out, the most important to the success of the strip. Whether it is the individual who draws the strip which he conceived in the first place-- for instance John Starlin who might have had someone else script for him as on CAPTAIN MARVEL-- or the individual who, while not doing the actual drawing, is the moving, creative spirit behind a strip, such as is Steve Gerber with HOWARD THE DUCK, or Don McGregor with the BLACK PANTHER... or in times past, Will Eisner on THE SPIRIT.
In all four cases what emerges is the existence of an individual motivating direction, an identity dominating the creative processes, hopefully, for their sake, and our benefit, paired with compatible, sympathetic psyches: all four communicating their ideas, for our instruction/diversion/entertainment/whatever. In neither case can one really talk of the "artist" or "writer" being the more important, at least not in the original context. What we've come to is the individual who successfully manipulates this medium for expression/communication. In other words, the true artist (and as one will note, as of the previous paragraph, the quotation marks have been dropped when used in this context and have been tucked on when, as initially used, referring to the penciller/inker in the popular usage). Of course, the relative success of the artist is proportionate with the success in manipulating the medium for said instruction/diversion/entertainment/whatever.

Of course, there are the instances where the creative process is split on more egalitarian bases, but in such cases we'd have to deal with not "artist" vs. "writer," but with the cumulative, artificial identity that is the sum of those parts of said individuals' collaborative, creative processes that affect the strip. Doug Moench and Paul Gulacy on MASTER OF KUNG-FU come to mind as frequently falling into this category.

The conclusion we've arrived at is not that the "artist" or "writer" is more important. Instead, the individual artist, be he/she the one who writes, or the one who draws, that exercises the most direct influence in the story-telling, in the communication of the idea/story, is the more important. Editors can even come to mind here, people who have the job of taking on the creative personalities and maximizing their contributions by understanding, hopefully, the creators and their work and/or being the springboard for their work as in the case of Stan Lee in the '60s for a large part of the Marvel line, and to a lesser degree, over at DC, Julius Schwartz on occasion.

So far we've dealt specifically with the "artists" and "writers," not the art and story, the finished product, as stated in the first paragraph.

As we've come to see the importance/influence of the individuals upon the creation of a strip, so too, the art and/or story succeeds when one part enhances and compliments the other part, with the one doing the more enhancing and complementing being the more important in the instance where the creative influence is the least pronounced on the part of the other individual and reversed, until the two meet in the mid-ground of a mutually-balanced collaboration. Examples, consecutively: Neal Adams on HOWARD THE DUCK; and last, the above mentioned Gulacy/Moench collaboration on MASTER OF KUNG-FU (or perhaps, for the sake of a different example, McGregor and Russell on KILLRaven, though perhaps not as "equally" as Moench and Gulacy).

We agreed earlier on above that comics are first and foremost a visual medium, and I personally am disposed of the notion that by-and-large (excepting for the most part the top titles) good art in books with mediocre stories will outsell books with mediocre art and a somewhat better story. I must also qualify my use of "good" by explaining I mean clean, effective artwork. Artwork, that frills or no frills, will clearly convey the needed emotions and situations with minimum confusion. I believe it was Steranko who said that if the artist has to use arrows to point out what's going on, that artist is not doing his job. Certainly, a bad story will be considerably "punched up," by say, Gil Kane by virtue of his strong dynamics; the interest on the part of the casual/reader/purchaser will be piqued a wee bit more. He/she might not know beans about good art, but a more
Another factor to consider is the audience the strip/book is intended for. Supposedly, it's directed all at the mythical 13-year-old (11-year-old, if you're company-conscious), yet in spite of this pre-specified/programmed directive, many pros would like to do something that is directed at not only this statistical audience but in a more adult/eclectic/generally creative direction. KILLRAVEN wasn't necessarily aimed for the same audience as PETER PARKER, ANOTHER GODDAMN SPIDEBY TITLE. One has to take into consideration the motives and goals of the creative parties and much to the distaste of most fans, the business interests before formulating an opinion, an opinion which will wind up being multi-level, multi-directional, and above all personal, so has to be in relation to one's own personal tastes/biases.

Still, one must leave objectivity behind and judge totally on personal bias alone, as many things deal with circumstances and situations that have to be judged on their own merits.

Above all this, what is most important is what you like, and what you don't like. All of which brings us back to my first point, communication. Communication. The ability to meaningfully express one's self, to put across ideas and feelings effectively. It seems then is the indication of possible Art in the comics medium, approached, or maybe even achieved when it successfully gets across an idea, a feeling that affects the reader in more than a superficial manner. This then, too, is the indication of possible artistry on the part of either a single individual, perhaps utilizing the talents of other skilled individuals so as to nurture it into actuality his/her vision(s), or the artificial entity that is the cumulative, collective, creative identity of a group of individuals working toward a mutual goal of expression. Getting something across to you the reader, effectively, for your entertainment/diversion/intellectual stimulation/whatever. Keep that in mind.

I must also explain that to some degree by "good" I'm referring to that quality which is (often) a compromise between the commercial needs of the financially successful product and imaginative aesthetic qualities.

Many fans bemoan the fact that the X-MEN, or GREEN LANTERN (this is an equal-opportunity article) by Alan Davis and Mesars. Thomas and O'Neill had excellent artwork and story, yet folded. My response to that would be that they failed because they were "good." Not on the basis of our fannish tastes, nor to those of us who saw art in them, but because in each case they were dying books to begin with. On the other hand, they probably weren't commercially viable ideas/products in the first place, i.e. "good."

As a side note one could conceivably assume that the readership wasn't as sophisticated, "comics-wise," some years ago as perhaps today. I, for one, have met people who didn't think much of Adams' art, considering it overdone, cluttered and pretentious in which instances the art to them certainly couldn't have been "good." Besides which GREEN LANTERN had the tendency to bludgeon you over the head with its "relevancy."

I'm not equating quality with the commercial advantages of certain factors; I do believe, however, that, through exploration and experimentation, a broader overlap in the ranges of the two will emerge. In short, it would bring a tear or two of joy to the eye of a few fans and a certain pro or three.
After rescuing the Triark from his prison in underwater Atlantis, Vic was forced to do battle with the maddened King of Galbarok. Their battle moved into the skies, where the Triark suddenly went limp and fell toward a tiny island. Amazingly, his body disappeared as it neared the ground. Unable to solve the mystery from the air, Vic flies closer to learn...

"The Secret of the Island!"
Vic continues to scan the island for clues. And then, he remembers...

This island! It's so close to Atlantis, and in the right direction from it—this has to be Mt. Aatla!

This was the site of the temple of Neptune, the patron-god of the city! What was it I heard about...

KZZYASKI!

Uhh! That blast—left me groggy! And I'm falling toward Aatla!

By Jupiter!!

I'm... beginning to--
Materializing suddenly, Vic finds himself still falling! And before he can change direction...

--disappear!

But a fall of several hundred feet doesn't stop Vic for long, and he rises to see...

You!!

Welcome to Aatla!

You're the triark! But... this can't be Aatla -- the island was empty!

This is Aatla, but a far different one than the island, or the mountain it had been!

My, Aatla was originally the home of the Priests of Neptune! Their secret was just above the peak -- a doorway to another dimension!

This other reality was the refuge of the Great God! It was there he built the new Aatla, where we now stand!

I was confused before -- I'd been locked in that cell, semi-conscious for thousands of years!

I assure you -- I've regained my senses, and you have nothing to fear from me!

To explain the situation, I must tell you of my origin -- and of Galbarok!
Aworld governed by three kings, known as the Triark, I was one of the three, and so the product of countless centuries of evolution with super-normal powers.

As my being, I had to choose between good and evil. My choice was made. I was the natural choice in turn of the great god Jupiter, to be chief among his agents upon Galbarth.

Finally... both sides attained their ultimate goal, Galbarth, and its entire population were obliterated.

You wonder at my words. Victory? But there was the truth: yes! If I were housed in the explosion which ended the very existence of Galbarth.

Yet my body, its natural powers, augmented by Jupiter, continued to exist.

"Yes, like yourself, I fought the forces of Jupiter's enemy—the great evil: Maazz..."

It drifted until it was snatched from the void by Neptune.

"Neptune, third of the great gods! Neither good nor evil, representing rather the possibility of something... other!"

"HOLD!"

The war between the great gods consumed my world, until every sentient being lived only to destroy the opposing group."

"Hold!"
WHAT?!
Am I to believe I've been listening to a corpse? Or perhaps you're a ghost?

LISTEN!! I want answers, and I want them now!

Don't waste any more time laying to me about jiuptor. What do you know about me? Now rise and speak!

I'll rise...

BTK!!
To do this!
As the Triark flies away...

So far, so good! I had to listen to him while my senses adjusted to the realities of this reality!

Now, I have the advantage. I think I have in flight. My goading him into the air should pay off...

I wonder if there's any truth to his story. It is strange that Jupitor allowed me to drift in space all that time! And there's still been no attempt to contact me!

But if Jupitor and Maarz are responsible for the destruction of entire worlds... the implications are staggering!

The Great Gods' struggles in the past were for the soul! If they have changed this to where they seek actual physical control of beings, it would mean all-out cosmic warfare!

My only way of finding answers is to force them from the Triark! So I better catch...

And that could lead to the ultimate annihilation of the universe! Why would the gods take such a chance? It would mean their end too!

Wait! That shape—materializing! It's...
"NEPTUN!!"

VICTORY!
YOUR QUEST FOR KNOWLEDGE IS OVER!
I REVEAL THESE TRUTHS:
IT WAS NOT AN "ELECTRICAL STORM,"
BUT THE POWER OF JUPITER
WHICH LEFT YOU HELPLESS
IN DEEP SPACE!
THUS DID THE GODS OF
GOOD AND EVIL SEEK TO
DESTROY ALL THEIR SERVANTS!
IN BUT ONE CASE DID THEY ERR!
IN BUT ONE CASE WAS THERE A SURVIVOR!
YOU!!
KNOW ALSO THAT
IT WAS I WHO
AWAKENED YOU, WHO
LED YOU TO
ATLANTIS TO RESCUE
KORAN KHORUM,
THE TIRIARK OF
GALARON!
AS YOU
HYPOTHEZIZED,
THE ACTIONS OF
JUPITER AND
MAARZ MAY
RESULT IN
COSMIC OBLIVION!

THE UNIVERSE
HAS NEED OF
YOU, VICTORY!
NEED OF A
WARRIOR TO
FIGHT FOR
EXISTENCE ITSELF!

...TO BE CONTINUED?
LETTERS TO
WOWEE!

Before getting into this lettercol, I'd like to thank everyone who took the time to drop us a line. Thanks, people. We appreciate it.

Dear Dean,

I've been getting into fanzines of late and find WOWEE to be at the top of the heap. The front and back covers were sights to behold. This issue was so good in fact, I decided to subscribe. What I liked about this zine was that space wasn't wasted. Willie's strip, VICTORY, is tremendously well done and every single article was of interest to me. I also noticed the lack of ads: another plus! And the interview with Don McGregor was both enlightening and... unsettling.

Ruben Tojos

(Thanks, Ruben. And hey, it was nice meeting you at Creation!)

Dear Dean,

First off, your overall quality amazes me. Rod's article on Storm was an excellent psychological study. Her relatively few appearances (albeit through Chris Claremont's characterization) would make Storm difficult to analyze, but Bob handled the job well. I got the impression he had fallen in love with the lass, so I guess there's empathy involved.

Don McGregor, as always, is interesting, funny, pathetic, charming, eloquent, and engaging. So was the interview. A touch more artwork, particularly of Don and Craig's villains (highly visual china) would have been nice. Pacella shows promise, Iro's spot was good, Gruenwald's pieces were incredible, but Schindler's, while interesting, was off-base and defeatist--to all of his fans and followers, PK will continue to live. He's gone, at least for the moment, but I'll be damned if we have some funeral service for him.

Now Pete Iro's article--excellent! Is there anything that guy can't do? His psychoanalytic survey of the Marvel mystique and segue into the parallels of Kirby were handled clearly, articulately, and with a blending of nostalgia, criticism, unclouded by emotionality. I would have stated the purpose of the article at the start, though--my criticism of the article is basically that it appears to have begun as one article, and halfway through he changed his mind.

Kim's review of Gruenwald's TORICL was so concise and responsibly handled (no small deal when reviewing a peerless abstraction). I've already ordered my copy of TORICL.

Finally, Blyberg's cover shows him to be a potentially fine artist with style and a penchant for detail. If he could only get his anatomy together--as is, the Black Panther looked like an erstwhile sidekick of Magneto's. But it was beautiful overall, and the logo was very slick. Iro's back cover was a nice compliment to the front. All in all, a hell of a fanzine.

Frank Lovece

(My good friend Frank can always be counted on for some interesting comments. For those interested in sampling Frank's own, excellent zine, NIMBUS, send $1.50 to Sam de la Rosa (publisher of the Ish) at: 328 Canavan, San Antonio, Texas 78221.)

Dear Dean,

To start off with, the cover was very good. You people have had a two-issue trend of very good covers and fantastic back covers. My compliments.

The Don McGregor interview was the highlight of the issue for me. It showed an aspect of the Bullpen which is frankly, frightening. All of a sudden, the thought of all those loonies in control of my favorite characters blasted me.

I was disappointed in not seeing the second installment of SQUEEZEBOX SERENADE. I had been led to believe that it would be a regular feature. I loved the first installment, and hope that it isn't gone for good.

OP OF KINGS, KINGMAKERS, AND PRETENDERS TO THE THRONE was beautiful. Pete Iro's views on Kirby coincide with mine almost to a "t." The illustrations were beautiful, too.

J.Duffy's article was absolutely beautiful, to the point, and surprisingly on a delicate subject such as this, I found myself disagreeing with her only once (re: Valkyrie).

Finally, I'll just say that I think VICTORY deserves a regular spot in WOWEE, and that if the next issue is the final, it can't wrap the story up nicely enough in six pages.

Kurt Busiek

(We're glad you liked the issue, Kurt. As you'll notice, VICTORY continues on as a regular feature of the book.)

Dear Dean,

Basically, you've got a good zine here. Its only weakness is some of the shorter, overly fannish pieces. STORM was an exception, but there's far too little meat in story rehashes like CLASSIC CONFRONTATIONS.

K.J. Robbins admirably manages to fulfill both functions of giving information and criticism in a shortened form. Pete Iro's article wasn't quite unified, but still provided a good examination of Kirby.

Gene Phillips

(Thanks, Gene. I'm sure you've all noticed by now, Gene has become a contributor to WOWEE. We hope you enjoy his work as much as we do.)

Dear Dean,

Just at a time a lot of folks are mourning the demise of the Era of the Real, Honest-to-Gosh fanzine, along comes this little masterpiece.
I'm especially glad you presented a CONVERSATION WITH DON MCGREGOR. Now let it be known that I'm no adventurer, and that the interview did nothing to change my opinion of his writing other than to broaden and confirm some of my perceptions of how he approaches his work. It is evidence of his being anything but a hack writer, that the care and feeling he lavishes on his strips and characters mean a great deal to him and his many fans. But along the way, McGregor has lost track of the notion that, generally speaking, the comic medium is foremost an entertainment medium. Yet nowhere in the interview do I recall seeing him pay any attention to that notion. Given the strength of his writing, it is to his credit that he didn't cave in under the pressures of office politics and commercial imperatives, do an about-face and begin manufacturing the easy-to-write, mindless drivel that some comic writers are content to turn out. But it should have dawned on him long ago that there's no solid niche for his brand of self-indulgence at Marvel. My fannish inclinations go in another direction than his, and it's for that reason that I've never particularly enjoyed McGregor's stories.

Kim Thompson's review of Mark Gruenwald's TORMICL was short and to the point. I would have preferred to see a closer exploration and analysis of TORMICL's premises and arguments. As long as Kim can properly explain the ideas on which TORMICL is based, it's well worth the space you gave it. The industry's lack of respect for comic heroines has been bemoaned by so many fans in so many contexts and venues that Joe Duffy's article on the subject was well-nigh superfluous. Instead of taking an overview approach, Joe might better have examined a few specific cases in depth. At one point she mentions the LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES. It strikes me that if she were to become familiar with the strip she'd have some of the material she needs in order to shed some new light on the issue. Long before women's awareness took hold, going back to the early and mid-60's, the LEGION was the only consistently, un-self-consciously non-sexist book on the stands. I'll leave that blanket statement for her to verify...

All in all, WOWEE #2 was a remarkable zine. Here's to many, many more.

Harry Broertjes

(Ass of most of you are, I'm sure, aware, Harry and his OUTPOST are well known throughout fankind. Their LECNевые, the OUTPOST'S address is 566 20th Street, Apt. 9, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33305.)

Dear Dean,

I had to write and comment on WOWEE #2. It was every bit as good, probably better in fact, as the first issue.

The McGregor interview was really, really nice. Thanks also for the checklist. I'm already closeted on some of Don's older works, which for the most part, I was totally unaware of. Especially nice artwork accompanying the interview.

Kim Thompson's TORMICL review was fine, as I'm sure Gruenwald's TREATISE is. I've already ordered my copy as a result of the review.

Willie's VICTORY has so much going for it-- it's just great. Incredible, in fact. It's so much going on here that the story could have become chaos, yet the storyline is holding up nicely. Nice work on the layouts, too.

An outstanding piece of fan work. Take a bow.

Pete Gallo

(Thanks, Pete. Like everyone else, I am enthralled with VICTORY as well.)

Dear Dean,

WOWEE #2 is as good a zine of its kind as ever. I've had the fortune to enjoy it. The contributors, both the artists and the writers, must all be sincere, concerned comic book fans, for such quality art and articles do not develop without both enthusiasm and much work.

First, the Blumberg cover of T'Challa captured superbly the special feeling that Billy Graham gave his issue of JUKE ACTION. Too, a nifty inside front cover of the Iron Fist published by a couple of fan dependables nicely complemented the contents page. Imagine, just two pages passed, and already I'm pleased by a variety of quality art.

Bob Rodi's article on STORM set the high standard of writing for the issue. The piece was concise, very well thought out, and smoothly written, and on a wonderful topic. Bob made me realize how truly unique a character Storm is. I never gave much thought to the idea of Storm as both "godess" and "Earth-Mother" and how this duality affects her powers and authority, and most important, her need to know herself.

The highlight of the issue was the Don McGregor interview. The interview had a sadness about it. I regret now, more than when it occurred, Don's departure from Marvel. Of particular interest was his collection of comments on working conditions in the bullpen, with all the difficulty he had on LUKE CAGE as an example. As much as I am a Marvel fan, I feel the gang there did pretty poorly by Don McGregor. Also, thanks for the McGregor checklist. It was nicely laid out, and a welcome feature.

PetE Ito's writing about Kirby left me a pondering about the status of the "king." I guess many of us were so excited by Kirby's return to Marvel that we were initially willing to accept any work he did. Kirby needs a strong editorial hand to guide him. As a guiding writer. I also liked Pete's idea of Kirby collaborating with other talented Marvel artists for experimental graphics; a team of Kane and Kirby, for example, would be most interesting.

Jo Duffy's piece on super-heroines—e.g., super-women—in comics was enjoyable. I'm an old comic's chauvinist who cut his "cheesecake" eye-teeth on SUPERGIRL stories. I guess this article was a well-directed polite correction of my attitude towards women with super-powers. Jo defined her terms well and nicely followed up with a layout of the feminist scheme of things in different series.

I hope Jack Frost continues his CONFRONTATION articles. I love pondering over classic rivalries. His Cap/Goliath short take and illoes had down-to-earth appeal.

Let me also add praise for the marvelous SUPERMAN one-pager by Blumberg. The art of Tim Corrigan and the variety of drawings by Pete Ito, with an eye especially on the VALKRIE.

Joseph A. Pilla

(Thanks, Joe. It seems as though everyone enjoyed our interview with Don McGregor. Don has asked me to thank everyone who wrote in for their interest in his work. Don, by the way, has teamed up with Paul Gulacy on a new character, SABRE, which will come from Eclipse Enterprises, and will also be doing a book, DETECTIVE, INC. with Marshall Rogers for Eclipse.)

Well, that's about it for this issue, folks. Again, thanks for writing and 'til next time, take care.
Before you stands The Omega — a being of extra-terrestrial origin, a man both honored and feared by the people who surround him on this blue and green bubble we call Earth.

His powers are awe-inspiring, his wrath legendary. It is mankind's good fortune that he has chosen the course of hero, and not villain, to closely follow.

For, witness the possible consequences of provoking him to an act of violence...
AN ACT OF DESTRUCTION!

HOW'S THAT FOR A FIREBREAK, EH, BOYS? IF THAT CHASM WON'T STOP THAT BLAZE DEAD IN HER TRACKS, NOTHIN' WILL.

AND I THOUGHT PARTING THE RED SEA WAS A GOOD TRICK! WOW!

ENFORCER, THERE'S NO WAY WE CAN THANK YOU ENOUGH! YOU MAY HAVE JUST SAVED TWO DOZEN LIVES AND PAUL NEWMAN'S BACKYARD 'BOOT'!

I'M SURE MR. NEWMAN WOULD HAVE DONE THE SAME FOR ME, CAPTAIN!

BUT AFTER THE OMEGON RECEIVES THANKS FROM THE CAPTAIN'S FELLOW FIRE-FIGHTERS...

THOUGHT YOU MIGHT LIKE TO SEE THIS, ENFORCER? LOOKS LIKE IT HAD BEEN BURIED UNDER THE EARTH FOR AGES TIL YOUR BLAST EXPOSED IT!

HMM...
I don't like the looks of this, Captain. I think we had better clear the immediate area until its potential danger can be determined.

If this thing is at all radioactive, I should be able to sense it!

WILL DO, OMEGON!

I detect no lethal rays, but I am definitely picking up some violent internal vibrations! As if it's molecular stability were changing rapidly!

HMM... NEVER SEEN PANTLIKE THIS BEFORE! SO... SHINY?

Sort of... three-dimensional! Wonder what it feels like. COOL!

Hey! They're blowin'! I touched the symbols... and they've started blowin'!

Captain! No! You've set off a chain-reaction! This thing is suddenly generating pure cosmic energy! Enough to obliterate the entire city!

Holy cow! What the heck's goin' on now? Is that the Omegon again?

Daily... This is Unit 27 at the Hollywood Brush Fire! I don't know what's happening around here, but I think you'd better send us a few more units! And quick!
But such desperate pleas are not to be answered in time! For, with the sudden flash of a blinding lightning bolt...

FREEDOM!!
FREEDOM to seek out my accursed enemies and pay a grave, age-old debt!

Let the sons of demons be forewarned! The touch of fate is at hand!

I am released! I, Prince Argel--the Meson Man!!

Long have I been imprisoned! For time untold have I been refused the light of day...

...but my memory serves me still, and I--I remember you, lackey!

--a gleeful witness to my entombment in the pod!

No, my friend! You make a serious mistake!
SILENCE!

I HAVE NO PATIENCE FOR AN INSOLENT THRALL OF DEMOS! ONCE I BREACH THE WALLS OF YOUR MINUTE DEFENSES, NOTHING WILL STOP ME FROM MY SEARCH FOR JUSTICE!

ALIEN, YOU ERR DEEPLY! I AM THE ONEGEON--THRALL TO NO MAN AND DEFENDER OF THIS PLANET EARTH!

YOU ARE AS SWIFT TO MOUTH LIES AS YOU ARE TO AVOID MY ANGER, FOOL--

BUT AS YOU NOW SO PAINFULLY SEE, NO ESCAPE IS SUFFICIENT SHELTER FROM THE WRATH OF MY COSMIC POWER!

I AM NOT TO BE DENIED!
CLEAR MY WAY TO YOUR BLACK MASTERS, HEATHENS! OFFER NO FURTHER RESISTENCE OR DIVERSION!

YOU MINDLESS FOOL! THOSE ARE INNOCENT LIVES YOU THREATEN IN YOUR DEMENTED EXERCISE OF RAGE!

ONCE MORE I AM TAUGHT THE LESSON: REASON IS NOT FOR MADMEN! THE ONLY WAY TO REACH A TWISTED MIND IS THROUGH--
--BATTLE!!

YAAAAH!!

YOU ALLUDE TO YOURSELF AS A
"LORD".

AND YET PROJECT ALL THE
NOBILITY OF SOME CRAZED WAR
MONGER!

HOWEVER WELL JUSTIFIED YOUR
SEETHING HATE MAY BE, I CANNOT
ALLOW YOU TO SUBJECT THE PEOPLE
OF THIS PLANET TO ITS NEEDS!

LET THIS FINAL BOLT
PUT AN END TO THE
DISCOMFORT OF
YOUR RAMPAGE!

I THINK NOT.
COLORFUL ONE. WE'ER
AGAIN WILL YOU SURPRISE
THE MESON MAN WITH
VIOLENCE.

COSMIC ENERGY
INCARNATE IS
INVULNERABLE,
MY FRIEND. IT
IS IMPERVIOUS
TO ATTACK.

--AND
UNYIELDING
AS A BODILY
WEAPON!
THE SONS OF DEMOS HAVE CHOSEN ALLIES WELL WHILE I HAVE BEEN PREOCCUPIED! THIS DUEL OF OURS PRESENTS ME WITH ONE OF MY GREATEST, MOST PUZZLING CHALLENGES YET!

Spare me the flattery and fight, Rygel!

I AM THE RULER OF A WORLD! AS A SON OF THE STARS THEMSELVES, I AM COMPOSED OF SHEER COSMIC ENERGY—ENERGY WHICH CAN MASTERC ALL GUISES OF MASS AND INTANGIBILITY!

Do you truly expect to survive this encounter?

In the wake of the light speeds I can attain, you naïve air, grapple with nothingness!

You are indeed a pitiful clown to watch!

BRAVADO, RYGEL! CONCEIT AND RHETORIC! ACTION ALONE WILL E'ER DEFEAT ME, BOLSTER'S VILLAIN! AND AS LONG AS I STAND YOU WILL GO NO FURTHER!

Hey, Dave—look!

There's been some kinda explosion in the Hollywood hills! A big one, too!

Yeah. Well I wouldn't worry about it much, Mama!

Hollywood—probably just a couple 'a superheroes knockin' each other around some!

Oh...

...all body and no brain, what a waste!
YOU MAKE A VALID POINT, 'OMEGON.' I HAVE DELAYED THE INEVITABLE LONG ENOUGH!

UNNGHHH!!

THE CHOICE IS YOURS AT LAST: SURRENDER OR DIE! I WILL WASTE NOT ANOTHER SECOND ON PERSUASION!

THEN DO WHAT YOU WILL, RYGEL! THE OMEGON HAS NO NEED FOR 'SURRENDER' UNDER ANY TERMS!

VERY WELL! YOUR DESTRUCTION WILL BE SWIFT—AND MOST AWESOME!

MY SHIELDS ARE WEAK! ANOTHER FRONTAL ASSAULT WILL DEMOLISH THEM—AND ME!

BUT TO STEP ASIDE WILL ALMOST SURELY MEAN THE DISINTEGRATION OF A CITY!

WHAT CAN I DO?

NEXT: HOLOCAUST OVER HOLLYWOOD!!
4 AM, ON MANHATTAN'S UPPER WEST SIDE...
THE DRONE OF THE NIGHT IS PENETRATED...
BY STACCATO FOOTFALLS...
AND LABORED GASPS...

SLAM

BACK OFF--
OR I'LL--

THIS MAN IS SCARED WITLESS!

GAS

BLADE

CLIK

CONCEPT, SCRIPT, PENCILS:
MARK GRUENWALD

PLOT ASSIST:
JOHN WILBURN
INKS:
DENNIS JENSEN
ALL RIGHT, FELLA—you'd best tell me why you're running--

I don't believe it...

She's on a broomstick! C-can't get away--

She's climbing—going to make another pass!

Somehow I never expected Manhattan night life to be like this...

But this time she's in for a surprise!

Of course, I doubt Manhattan night life ever expected a dashing gay cavalier from the Midwest, either...
HE'S NOT DUCKING!
NO TIME TO...
LIKE I'VE HIT SOMETHING SOLID!
Ohhhhh!

A SUDDEN GUST OF WIND SEEMED TO BREAK HER FALL...

hmm... I'M NO CONNOISSEUR--
BUT THOSE SURE DON'T LOOK LIKE THE LEGS OF AN OLD WOMAN!

AND TO WHOM DO I OWE THIS PLEASURE--?

CALL ME... NIGHT NYMPH!

I MUST HAVE HIM!

BUT FIRST I WANT TO SEE WHAT HE CAN DO!
NAUGHTY, NAUGHTY!

That was my favorite broomstick, swordy!

COMING AT ME FROM ALL SIDES...

Too many of them to strike -- have to let my aura deflect them!

THAT DOES IT!

TAG! You're it!

It gets me punked off to have to rely on my power!

They seem to have forgotten me -- hmmm, and I thought they were together!

You look hot under the collar, sweetie!

What the f--

Maybe this'll cool you off!
GYAAH! CAUGHT ME OFFGUARD... THE WATER CAN'T GET AT ME...

BUT IT CAN SLAM ME AGAINST THE WALL!!

...FOR WHAT SHE DID TO MY BUDDY...

*MARTIN AND I WERE OUT CAROUSING WHEN HE MET...HER!

*QUITE A DISH!

*TALK ABOUT EASY PICK-UPS! ONE DRINK AND HE WAS LEADING HER OUT THE DOOR!

*LUCKY STIFF, I THOUGHT.

*WHEN I GOT BACK TO OUR DIGS, I FOUND MARTIN... HE WAS DEAD... WITHERED LIKE A MUMMY... AS IF ALL HIS FLUIDS HAD BEEN SUCKED OUT...

*HAVING ACQUIRED THIS GUN, I'VE BEEN PROWLING THE BARS FOR HER EVERY NIGHT.

*NO TIME TO RELOAD! I'LL HAVE TO GET THE JUMP ON HER!

DAMN! SHOT OFF ALL MY SLUGS AT THE SWORDSMAN!
OOF!

YOU SLIMY BITCH!

THIS OUGHTA...

PRESSURE LET UP... SHE MUST HAVE TO CONCENTRATE!

Y-YOU'RE NOT EVEN WET!

NOTHING TOUCHES ME...

...UNLESS I WANT IT TO....

NO MORE TRICKS! LET'S--

I'D LOVE TO CHAT--

--BUT I'M JUST ENJOYING MYSELF TOO MUCH!

MISSED!

I RIDE THE WIND!

OH, YES -- THE BROOM WAS JUST A PROP...
Hey, handsome... come and get me-- if you dare! It's only 4 stories!

Flaky twit...

This is just not my night...

Oh, well-- it's in the job, I guess?

You sure take your time, sweetie! I was beginning to worry...

I grow weary of the chase!

You've won fair and square!

Come and get your prize...

Lady, you've got the wrong M--
BESIDES...
GAY--?
Oh, Christ--!
MY NEED IS GETTING INTENSE!

...IF I DON'T HAVE A MAN BY DAWN, MY POWERS WILL FADE!

YOU MUST BE DAFFY IF YOU HOPE TO ENTICE THE GAY BLADE!

As I told you before--NOTHING CAN TOUCH ME UNLESS I WANT IT TO...
MUST FIND SOMEONE ELSE!

I'M NOT LIKED YET, FAUNTLEROY! I'LL GET YOU IN THE END!

4:15 A.M. ON MANHATTAN'S UPPER WEST SIDE...
GONE...
GUESS I BLEW THIS ONE....

IF THIS IS ANY INDICATION WHAT SUPERHEROICS ARE LIKE IN NEW YORK...
I SHOULD HAVE STAYED IN THE MIDWEST!
MEASURING
ASIAN ROLES
by
BILL WU

I've had a number of letters appear since 1973 in Marvel, DC, Charlton, and even Atlas letter columns. All have referred to the presentation of Asians and Asian-Americans in comic book stories, usually with a but necessary whenever possible. The intervening years have seen a variety of changes in the treatments of Asians in comics, including the appearance of the martial arts phenomenon, the return of major Yellow Peril-type characters, and an unchanging quality among many lesser roles. I'd like to review these developments not as specific items considered singly, but as a whole against the general set of standards. Hopefully, others will then have a clearer understanding of why I consider some presentations offensive, some praiseworthy, and some a little of both.

Since stereotyped images are a major concern here, I'll start with them. Most people seem to agree that stereotypes are undesirable, but I'd like to suggest two reasons in particular why I find them damaging in regard to comic book Asians. These are most easily explained in reply to often-raised objections, such as:

"Comic books are a medium based on exaggeration, as indicated in the flashy costumes and excellent physical condition of almost everyone. Most villains are grotesque, regardless of heritage. Racial exaggerations are just a part of this."

Comic books do rely on exaggeration and visual symbolism. However, two items are different in regard to racial stereotypes. First, exaggerations based on occupation or economic level or geographic origin, which I also oppose, rely partly on explanation as well as appearance -- as with, say, a working class Ozark truck driver. Both in a comic book story and in real life, these factors can't be reliably determined just by looking; the reader or observer has to be told or shown these factors in some way. Then, even if personality characteristics are ascribed to such a person in a stereotyped fashion, the character has still been given some individualized identification, in the effort to show what sort of background the person has. With a character of a minority race, the validation of the individual is required at all; a panel of art which indicates the heredity of the racially distinct person does the job at once, and any traits which he or she may have are not valid. Thus the story do not have to be explained in terms of personal background, but can simply be associated with looks. Therefore, racial exaggeration tends to treat characters with even less individualization than exaggeration and typifying based on non-visual categories.

The second item that's different is also derived from visual identification. Suppose we consider Asians in contrast to other ethnic and racial groups. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare agreed several years ago that visible minorities -- after all, Irish immigrants once met tremendous ethnic prejudice, but that's disappeared with the generations. Without the brogue, an unnamed stranger of Irish ancestry is indistinguishable from many other Caucasian ethnic groups. On the other hand, visibly distinct groups that were in the U.S. much earlier are still struggling. How does that relate?

When Asians appear in the media, depicted as either good or bad, the association can be readily made with real-life Asian-Americans. I don't mean to imply that the reading public is so automatically gullible as to swallow whole whatever presentations they see; however, the media companies seem to understand the objection. For instance, Marvel presents the Yellow Claw and Fu Manchu not as people, but as villainous motifs representing the traditional fear of the Yellow Peril. This fear corresponds closely in many ways to the traditional fear of a Semitic conspiracy manipulating the world through economic power, but we haven't seen any evil Jewish financiers used as villainous motifs to represent this. If such representations really are harmless and unobjectionable, why not? Or aren't they?

Certain recognizable types have appeared in comics consistently over the years. Among villains, the Yellow Peril's Fu Manchu and his copes predominates: the Yellow Claw, the Mandarin, and lesser foes such as the White Dragon. All of them mount super-science threats to take over the world, and the first two usually do so at the head of large-scale Asian conspiracies. Fu Manchu and the Yellow Claw fit specifically to establish themselves as Asian powers, as opposed to the Mandarin, who is more of a lone, run-of-the-mill megalomaniac. The existence of these villains has been defended by several comic book
writers with this point:

"Every race has its good and bad people, with the majority somewhere in the middle. Just because a villain is Asian doesn't mean that the role is representing all Asians. Maybe it's just that the villain happens to be Asian."

Before the appearance of the martial arts comic book of the '70s, this defense was a joke. Sure, it's possible that the Mandarin and the Yellow Claw happened to be Asian, but if that's the case, why weren't there heroes and heroines who just happened to be Asian? If the Asian villains existed from an awareness that all races include good and bad people, we should expect both sides to be represented equally.

The first significant appearance of protagonists with Asian ancestry occurred with an early version of the martial arts comic. We discovered that Fu Manchu had a son, who was half-Caucasian by Stan Lee's order, according to Mike Friedrich and other writers still at Marvel: DC's Karate Kid, a Legion of Super-heroes veteran, suddenly turned out to be half-Asian, now that it was in fashion. And we also discovered, eventually, that half of the Vietnamese-Mantis' origin was Caucasian as well. Full-blooded Asian ancestry was reserved for Lin Sun, the Son of the Tiger in Marvel's defunct black-and-white, Deadly Hands of Kung Fu, for Charlton's defunct Yang, and at last for Master of Kung Fu's supporting character, Leiko Wu, the only one of the three who still appears.

The presentation of all these protagonists is a positive step; however, it's been taken on a banana peel. Pitfalls and pratfalls:

1.) The industry's Asian villains are all Asian. The Asian protagonists, though, are frequently half-Caucasian as well. I consider this situation to be suspicious; if race has nothing to do with character, then both sides should have the same racial mix. In addition, one might recall that Luke Cage and the Black Panther were not required to be half-Caucasian heroes.

Incidentally, Doug Moench has deliberately ignored Shang-Chi's imposed mixed heritage, and deserves credit for presenting him as an Asian hero clearly involved with his background and training, unlike, for instance, Karate Kid. This remains unique.

2.) Many of DC's Asian villains belonged to a certain period in Denny O'Neill's writing--the R'as Al-Ghul epic and Wonder Woman's era with I-Ching--and they haven't reappeared very often. Non-recurring Asian villains appeared in Kung Fu Fighter, in Karate Kid's origin, and in the war comics, but DC is generally less involved with Asian villains now than before. This is especially good in the absence of a clearly functioning Asian protagonist with DC--Karate Kid has no interest in his Asian heritage, and little of the appearance, so he doesn't fit the part. Recently, the Fu Manchu-appearing villain, Tez-Tzin, returned once again, with the reminder in the story that he is Caucasian in reality. This fact has not been included in all of his appearances since his origin in 1968. He learned his secret abilities in Asia, and took on his costume and manner as a result of this. He might be more acceptable in the future if all his appearances include this racial disclaimer; however, considering his Ming-the-Merciless gown, his Fu Manchu mustache and fingernails, and his slanted eyes, the artwork belies the words. Any appearance without that disclaimer will still present him as an undiluted villain of the Yellow Peril mold.

3.) The Asian martial arts expert is a new stereotype, even though its creation of Asian protagonists is a good result. However, no good reason exists for why Asian protagonists would have to be martial artists. Two existing exceptions come to mind: one is Jimmy Woo, the FBI-SHIELD agent most recently seen in Godzilla; the other is Sunfire, the Japanese mutant. Jimmy Woo is a supporting character, and Sunfire has been an on-again, off-again good-bad guy. But generally, the events which have given super-powers to Caucasians, like radioactivity, mutant development, and chemical accidents, can just as easily happen to any other race.

Moench's Godzilla has other non-martial arts A-
sians, coming from the Japanese origin of the story, and he is presently the only comics writer involved in developing the characterization of Asians past the kung fu-karate image. These characters are not, however, super-heroes.

********

The decision makers in the comics field have had certain reasons for resisting change. Perhaps the most influential concern is the notion that their reading audience cannot identify with Asian protagonists. This idea raises a number of issues all by itself.

Nationally, Asian-Americans have had a lower profile than some minorities, especially in the news. This, combined with the general ignorance in most of the population about Asian-American contributions as well as oppression, probably accounts for the scarcity of Asian protagonists. The central questions are: Will white readers now be able to identify with a full-blooded Asian hero? Or is it the appraisal by publishers of their readers unnecessarily low?

Bruce Lee was the first Asian hero to become a major star in this country. Therefore, non-Asian audiences cheering him on were usually cheering for an Asian for the first time. Since Shang-Chi has been presented as though he were a full-blooded Asian character, and he has been successful, one might argue that audiences have now been conditioned sufficiently by the martial arts entertainment to identify with Asian protagonists. Unfortunately, those who wish to see the opposite may also use Shang-Chi as an example, suggesting that he has been accepted because of his white American mother. Perhaps the most definite claim I can really make is simply that white audiences who applaud Bruce Lee in "Enter the Dragon" for smashing up a white villain are not locked into narrow racial thinking. Just as Asian-American audiences have had to do with Yellow Peril figures, they identify with the good guy versus the bad guy, regardless of race. I see no reason why this wouldn't pertain to comic book readers as well.

The presentation of half-Asian, half-white comic book characters is an obvious attempt to bridge a perceived gap between primarily white readers and full-blooded Asian roles. Significantly, this does not occur with Black heroes, with whom the subject of inter-racial couples meets much greater resistance. In regard to Asians, this solution appears to be an ideal one, since the characters combine a closeness to the white audience with an "exotic" quality that makes them distinct from all the other comic book figures. I have no objection to this development on its own terms, but I feel that it should be a part of the cast of Asian and Asian-American roles--not the single dominant feature. Again, the real question is whether or not a "bridge" of this type is necessary at all.

Basically, two scales exist for measuring the depiction of Asians in comics. One is to compare contemporary Asian roles with earlier ones, and I realize that improvements have been made: I Coon, Leiko, Moech's Shang-Chi, others. On this scale, a few appearances make a big difference, as the Yellow Claw's recent stint in Nova and Tzin-Tzin's return engagement last fall with the Batman seemed to take the progress back a notch. The scale I'm more interested in compares Asian roles to Caucasian ones, and to Black ones. Here I find that Asians are still largely typecast as Yellow Peril figures or martial arts experts; they still aren't acceptable as super-heroes. I find that they are more acceptable if they are half-white, where White and Black protagonists can be all white or Black. And, I have observed that as the martial arts wave recedes, the number of Asian protagonists recedes with it, since this is the only field allowed them, while the Asian villains continue to thrive. These are the larger issues governing the subject, and the ones by which the specific items, on the other scale, should be judged.